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Classroom Learning

▪ Do readings before lecture 

▪ Verbal Cues

▪ Non-verbal Cues

▪ Time spent on a specific topic

▪ Does the instructor write it down?

▪ Don’t write everything word for word



Note taking for studying

▪ Survey technique

▪ Utilize a regular note taking strategy (Mind maps, Cornell, SQ3R)

▪ Make use of symbols, initials and abbreviations (+, bc, w/o)

▪ When not to use short hand 

▪ Experts suggest highlighting 10-15%; students usually highlight 70-
80%

▪ Use color and size to draw attention to main points

▪ Again - Don’t write things down word for word!



Studying Tips

▪ Where and when? Try to use daylight hours.

▪ Study soon after lectures.

▪ Prioritize tasks.

▪ Start long jobs well ahead of time.

▪ Be realistic.

▪ Discover how long to study.

▪ Plan blocks of time.

▪ Have an agenda for each study period.



Exam Preparation: Organization

▪ Date & time of exam

▪ How much it’s worth 

▪ What type of questions (essay, short answer, multiple choice, etc)

▪ Make a list of topics covered on the test using notes, text, quizzes, 
etc.

▪ Break list of topics into smaller steps

▪ Utilize study plan and check list



Exam Preparation: Helpful people

▪ Study buddy or group

▪ Ask your teacher in class or office hours

▪ Tutor at the Learning Centre

▪ Counsellor for individual study skills

▪ Library

▪ Academic advisor



Day before Exam:

▪ Relax the night before the exam

– Try to minimize cramming

– Get at least 6 hours of sleep

▪ Get up early the day of the exam

– Shower, eat breakfast and take a brisk walk to focus your 
concentration

– Review notes, books, and study materials

– Relax 30 minutes before the test



Exam Preparation: Helpful ways to study

▪ Summary sheets aka cheat sheets

▪ Cue cards aka flash cards

▪ Practice tests

▪ Prepare practice questions 

▪ Textbook review exercises at end of chapter

▪ Use post-its or sticky notes to make little notes in your textbook



Dealing with nerves + stress

▪ Think positively: Replace thoughts like “I have not studied enough” 
with “I will try my best”

▪ If you start to panic, take a few moments to relax and use a relaxation 
technique. Take a few deep breaths to refocus

▪ Avoid or minimize interaction with nervous or panicky people

▪ Keep things in perspective.  Detach your self-esteem from your 
grades.  Remind yourself what is special about you as a person



During the Exam

▪ Scan the entire test
– Check content and circle key words and phrases
– Gauge relative values of questions based on assigned point values

▪ Answer questions you are sure of first
– Only write down answers that are correct so you will return to uncertain 

questions later

▪ Pace yourself
– Calculate how much time you will need to review
– Spend the appropriate amount of time on each question based on point value
– Move on and finish the test and come back later to questions left unfinished

– DON’T GET STUCK ON A QUESTION!



Multiple Choice Exams

▪ Try answering the question before looking at the answers

▪ Answer the questions you know first

▪ Mark the ones that you are unsure of to go back to them

▪ Generally go with your first instinct

▪ Change only if you made a mistake

▪ Underline key words

▪ Cross out answers that are incorrect

▪ Watch our for double negatives



True or False Exams

▪ Look for qualifiers such as all, most, sometimes, never, etc.  

▪ Read statements containing all or nothing carefully since it implies 
that it is true or false 100% of the time which is often not the case



Short Answer Exams

▪ Try to capture your answer in a succinct way 

▪ Requires recall and short description or definition



Short Answer Example - World War II

The Second World War lasted from September 1, 1939 – September 2, 1945. It 
was arguably the most significant period of the 20th century. It brought about 
major leaps in technology and laid the groundwork that permitted post-war 
social changes including the end of European colonialism, the civil rights 
movement in the United States, and the modern women’s rights movement, 
as well as the programs for exploring outer space. The primary combatants 
were the Axis nations (Nazi Germany, Facist Italy, Imperial Japan and their 
smaller allies) and the Allied nations, led by Britain (and its Commonwealth 
nations), the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States of 
America. The Allies were the victors. Two superpowers, the USA and USSR, 
emerged from World War II to begin a Cold War with each other that would 
define much of the rest of the century. The most destructive war in all of 
history, its exact cost in human lives is unknown, but casualties in World War II 
may have totaled 50 million service personnel and civilians killed. Nations 
suffering the highest losses, military and civilian, in descending order, are: 
USSR: 42,000,000 Germany: 9,000,000 China: 4,000,000
Japan: 3,000,000



Example: Key points to remember for exam

▪ September 1, 1939 – September 2, 1945

▪ Allies vs. Axis

▪ Most destructive war in human history

▪ Over 50 million casualties with USSR suffering most deaths 

▪ Brought about significant social change and technological advances –
end of European colonialism, women’s rights

▪ Started Cold War between USA and USSR



Example: How to answer in exam

World War II lasted from September 1, 1939 and ended in September 2, 
1945. The War was fought between the Allies vs. Axis nations. It was the 
most destructive war in human history with over 50 million casualties 
and the USSR suffering the most deaths. World War II Brought about 
significant social changes and technological advances such as the end 
of European colonialism and  women’s rights. It also started the Cold 
War era between USA and USSR. 



Essay Questions

▪ Read the directions carefully

▪ Write neatly

▪ Make an outline

▪ Pace yourself

▪ Keep to the point

▪ Proofread

▪ Always write something



Math and Science Exams

▪ Identify what is unknown and known 

▪ Write out the formula

▪ Show all of your work. Even if you do not get the answer, you may 
get some credit for parts of your answer

▪ Does your answer make sense?

▪ Review your answer



Recap

▪ Any questions?

▪ What is the most difficult exam format for you? 

▪ Which study technique do you like the most? 

▪ If you need one-on-one counselling don’t hesitate to contact Corinne 
or Bouny in Student Services


